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Dear Doctor
From the Editor

“Sit on the edge of
the bed and you’ll
soon drop off.”

“Dear doctor,
I can’t stop my
hands shaking”

“Dear doctor,
I feel like a pair
of curtains.”
“For goodness sake,
pull yourself together.”

“Dear doctor,
I think I’m a dog”

“Do you drink a lot?”

“How long have
you felt like this?”

“Of course not.
I spill most of it”

“Ever since I
was a puppy”

Ok. Enough of the dodgy doctor jokes. Welcome
to our summer edition of Roomers. This is the last
Roomers for the year and we are ending on a high.
This year it is Roomer’s seventeenth birthday and
to celebrate this significant milestone, we have put
together an exhibition of Roomers material. Having
all fifty four issues displayed in a long continuous line
is a remarkable sight. The richness and breadth of
writing spanning seventeen years is amazing.
If you miss the exhibition I have copies of all
the magazines kept at the Elwood St Kilda
Neighbourhood Learning Centre and you are more
than welcome to come and have a look. Reading
them chronologically is an illuminating literary trip
through the social history of rooming houses and
community housing in Port Phillip and the stories
gathered are an invaluable record of a significant
section of our society that is often overlooked.
Roomers is shutting down over January and will
begin again on Tuesday 4th February. We will be
starting the year at the Betty Day Centre which is
located at 67 Argyle Street, St Kilda until March,

Philippa Armstrong

“Dear Doctor,
I can’t get to sleep.”

when will move back to our real home at the
wonderful St Kilda Library. The first magazine for
2014 will be published in late March. Deadline for
submissions will be February 25th. The theme for
the magazine is “footsteps” a theme that could
cover, among other things, travel, the environment
and the trace of what we follow or the trace of what
we leave behind.
That’s it from me. See you in 2014.
Maybe one more dodgy doctor joke…
A doctor says to his patient, “I have bad news and
even worse news”.
“Oh dear, what’s the bad news?” asks the patient.
The doctor replies, “You only have 24 hours to live.”
“That’s terrible,” said the patient. “What could be
worse than that?”
The doctor replies, “I’ve been trying to contact you
since yesterday.”
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Tin God
by Bryn McFarlane
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I work the afternoon shift in a factory that
shooting him in the back of the head. This
manufactures tin can lids. It is a job that is as
pseudo-communism is my nomos, my sacred
exciting as a tin can lid. I am a press operator
canopy, my holy parasol. It is valuable to me
running one of eighty, two tonne presses.
because my daily labours are not.
Each press pumps out 800 lids a minute,
Nowadays, more often then not, I
twenty-four hours a day. I have been trained
switch off the feed on my press for fifteen
how to repair the press if it breaks down but
minutes so I can go to the men’s room and
it never does. I do.
masturbate. I drink vodka in the locker room
Three weeks earlier was men’s health
on my rest breaks.
week. I had hoped it might repair me, but
This does not go unnoticed.
it did not. We all sat in the tea room for an
My supervisor sends me to the
hour whilst the company doctor held forth on
company doctor along with my union rep.
all aspects relevant to a man’s health. There
I grip my hands beneath the table to stop
are no women on the factory floor where
the shakes. He scolds me.
I work. He spoke of cuts and abrasions,
‘You know they all think you’re on drugs
how to correctly lift heavy objects, back
out there?” This doctor is not a servant of the
injuries and hernias.
patient. He is a servant
He described the
of the company. I am
I
work
the
afternoon
shift
in
mechanics of prostate
not going to tell him I
examinations (latex
am having ‘trouble in
a
factory
that
manufactures
gloves and lubricating
the bedroom’. He is
tin can lids. It is a job that is not going to examine
gels). He told us not
to be embarrassed by
my prostate. I am
as
exciting
as
a
tin
can
lid.
erectile dysfunction. If
made to take a week’s
we feel uncomfortable
leave and attend
then maybe we could say something to our
three appointments with a counsellor on
GP like ‘I’m having trouble in the bedroom.’
pain of dismissal. I dutifully attend my three
I have taken to wearing a badge with
appointments. I talk to the counsellor. He
a likeness of Lenin on my boiler suit when
does not talk to me. He wears no likeness of
at work. I hope to make trouble. To indicate
Sigmund Freud on his lapel. I am not invited
trouble resides within. My colleagues ask me
to stand beneath his sacred canopy.
whose likeness it is.
When I return to work nothing has
‘Oh yeah, Lennon. I love that Instant
changed other than along with a bottle of
Karma. It’s a classic.’
vodka I consume a tube of toothpaste as well.
Religion isn’t the opium of the masses;
At the end of my shift my supervisor asks me
revolution is. It’s just that nobody in this
how I’m doing with my problems. ‘Fine,’ I say
secular age realises it. Marx as God and Lenin
‘much better.’
as Jesus. The apostles have names like Trotsky
When I get home my wife is asleep on
and Guevara. The Judases are Stalins and
the couch. I don’t wake her. Between all the
Gorbachevs. The Party is the new Church.
vodka and self abuse I find I’m having ‘trouble
The Kingdom of Heaven is the workers’ state.
in the bedroom.’ I go to the kitchen and empty
My boss passes me by as I load boxes
a can of beef stroganoff into a saucepan for
of tin lids onto pallets. I smile at him and he
dinner. I discard the tin can and lid into the
smiles back. I fantasise about taking him out
plastic box along with a couple of empty
into the car park, conducting a ‘peoples trial’
vodka bottles and a milk carton.
with him on his knees. I fantasise about
Tomorrow they will all be recycled.
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The Power of Suggestion
by Sir Sigmond Nigmour
Now here’s a paragraph that doesn’t seem to fit anywhere else so I’ll
just shove it in here, I beg your pardon - you’ve just gotta to hear this.
This is all about my most favourite moment of my stay in the psychiatric
ward, and it was during a meeting, or appointment, or whatever
you’d like to call it. It was attended by myself, my psychiatrist, who
was called - I’m not printing his name here - and this spectacular giant
of a man who was a psych nurse. He was a whole lotta other things
as well ‘cause you really have to mix it up a bit on a station like that.
I remember that he had dark skin, wore white gym shoes, and had
no tolerance for bullshit of any flavour or variety, and he had this
deep, booming voice which put the freakin’ wind up anyone who was
acting up or being a right nut, whilst simultaneously reassuring all the
goodygoodygumdrops like me. I can still hear him now. He was the shit.
And I mean this in the very, very, best possible way.
Anyway, we were in this meeting - him, I, and this smug, wish-wash
sort of a so called doctor, whom you knew just loved having all of his
fish swimming around in a really tiny barrel - and my big mate was
swapping roles all over the place, asking tricky questions, making
jokes, and really trying to trip me up to get a better idea of where my
mind was at. What a clown! And then he asked me this question:
‘Could you, implant a thought, in someone else’s head?’
Now this is just the sort of impenetrably ludicrous type of question
you get asked inside psych wards because the officers of these wards
really do reckon that you really reckon that you can actually do stuff
like plant thoughts inside people’s heads, or have them plant thoughts
inside yours, which, in actual fact, you can. It’s called suggestion.
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Now, in response, you don’t want to say: ‘Yes, that’s easy, of course
you can plant a thought in somebody else’s head, it’s called suggestion’,
because if you say that, they will think you are being smart. You don’t
want to say such a thing because it disrupts the power distribution in
the room, which leads to things getting rather hairy. You don’t want to
challenge a power structure to its face and you don’t want to appear
any smarter than those who might want to incarcerate you.

Now, one thing I would like to do now that I’m free, is to bump into
my ‘el-fish’ mate and give him the nod as we pass in the street. He
was OK. I have come face to face with a couple of the other officers
from the ward since relocating over to this side of town, whom, I do
assume, live around this area. I’ve seen one of them at least twice.
And the second time I struck him I thought ‘Good...’, and I sort of
steered to the right, across the footpath, because I’m OK with doing
that every now and then. I tilted my head in his direction, held my
breath, and then made a funny sort of buzzing noise with my tongue.
I twisted my gobbler all the way around to my ear hole, pinned him
with my eyeballs, and said: ‘Bzzzzzz-Paching-a-Whocca!!!’ ... and
had a really big crack at implanting a fucking thought right inside
his fuckin’ head! I have no way of telling whether this worked out.

Image: Cat Scratch Disease

You can’t say ‘suggestion, obviously’, because then they get all chummy,
and try to be your mate, which one does not want, so you try to think of
something plainer and more slip-slide to say, and then because you are
being absent minded, they get suspicious, and get the impression that
you are a crackpot. I didn’t answer anything. And that’s because I was
thinking, hard, about the awesome possibilities of that question and had
to refer that one up to Jung. How would he have replied? It was for my
mind. So I just sat there with this sort of pleased and overwhelmed sort
of expression on my face and said: Well...ummm…?’ - and they came
readily to the conclusion that I was fucked in the head. They extended
my stay in the hospital at that very moment.
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ugs

by Wendy Butler

There are no bed bugs in this story, only the
imaginary bugs in one nurse’s paranoid mind.
‘No it can’t be lost’ I scream and dig my fingers into
my arm till blood spurts out
‘You should have put it on “save” when the 5 minutes
left sign showed on the screen’
‘Why didn’t you explain that to me when I started?”
‘We thought you knew’
‘How could you think that when you had to show me
which was the word processor?’
The librarians watch with disbelief as I rant
and scratch my arm till it starts to bleed. Computer
stress!!! It’s the final day for entries in the seniors
writing competition and I’ve spent the last hour
painstakingly typing, back keying every time I make
a mistake, because any additional stroke could lead to
another mistake. I’m nowhere near finished when the
notice comes up, so I keep on typing on the theory
that I can save the copy and come back later for
another hour.
I continue to do what I do when I’m seriously
stressed. Scratch till I bleed. By now my arm is
gouged and blood is spurting. I grab some paper from
the ladies loo to staunch the flow and take off to my
local community medical centre to get a dressing;
and here’s where it start to get weird.
The nurse looks at my arm and then at me
and states, in a very slow and meaningful way

‘You - live - at - the – Gatwick - don’t - you?’
‘Well yes, but what’s your point?’
‘Bed bugs’ he states triumphantly
‘Self-mutilation’ I say, ‘When I get really stressed,
I scratch my arm till it bleeds’
‘No, you’ve been bitten by bed bugs’
I explain that I have a thirty year history of
self-mutilation when I’m seriously stressed, I explain
that I’m familiar with bed bug bites having suffered
along with other rooming house residents during the
great bed bug plague a few years ago. ‘Some people
don’t know when they’ve bitten by bed bugs’.
But he’s not having this.
‘It’s nothing to be ashamed of’ He says ‘A lot of
people at the Gatwick have bed bugs’
‘Actually’ I reply ‘The Gat’s eradication programme
has been so successful that those other rooming
houses come to them for advice’
He’s not listening. This guy has a vested
interest in the Gatwick having bed - bugs; I’m
seriously pissed off by now.
I explain that only 2 days ago, my room received
its regular spray, and inspection, and, was declared
bed bug free. But he’s not listening and I know that
no matter what I say he’ll note on my record that
I came in for treatment for bed bug bites. And as I
leave I think, how sad it is that an otherwise excellent
service is marred by such prejudice.
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Dear Doctor
Image: Whirling Disease

by Warwick Knight

“Hello” !
“Good morning” ,
After the fact, that is just about now, I have no–
bloody–idea why I am here.
I’ve wondered several eons of times, and strangely the
pre-ordained, time-honored question is unanswerable
and as such not acknowledged as a question! The next
question is similar and is treated similarly!
How do I recover from the dis – ease that I’m
presumably here asking the doctor about?
And as most would reasonably presume, there is
the presence of an illness requiring attention for
my presence at a doctor’s surgery.
Still an ‘unquestion’ remains… why am I not
permitted to state a question that provides a basis
for the exchange of reasonable debate in order to ask
“Why am I here?” and somehow answer it! How do
I recover? How do I free?
Well except in thinking that the doctor makes it very
clear… it all starts with family. I’m wondering if today
again he will ask me how they are? We begin…
However, is it not for me to answer my own question?
(disciplining) “Why am I here?” and the answer that

I just simply was born does not suffice, as there is a
degree of predestined universality that is required to
meet, speak and intelligise, with the doctor.
There are genetic predispositions, there is and are
environmental aspects, there are behavioural aspects,
and there is probably just a way as to how the
brain has formed…biologically, socially, personally,
interpersonally and spiritually.
Interestingly the question of ‘which space time
continuum?’ and ‘quantum’ as in aspect of, a well
sort after reality thinking, are we hoping to meet in
or on…today?
Yet this is all but an opening, a key, a gateway, to
sub and unconscious pathways, expressions, and
experiences. Dream.
Perhaps many long times ago there was an answer to
that too, yet in the sublime of the present tense and
the surreal, is the Arthurian the endless dream state?
And the quiet such as the a woken THEN awakening
and conscious real world, good bye thank you again,
it was nice to speak with you!
The door closes, the docket is signed, and next
appointment is indicated.
Cheerio have a nice day.
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Image: Deb Lustig

Simon Sewell

The Roomers community was deeply saddened by the death of
Simon Sewell: long time Roomers contributor, fabulous teller of yarns
and wearer of unique fashion ensembles who always, always had a
feather in his cap. We miss your big heart and we miss your kindness
and gentleness and we miss your wicked sense of fun and adventure.

We miss you Simon.
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A selection of poems
by Simon Sewell

WHEN THE DUST SETTLED
The bus careered down the embankment after
missing the turn and crashed through a fence. Part
of the fence-wire became entangled underneath and
a great pile of wooden posts were uprooted and a
number of small trees and shrubs were flattened.
There was a pall of dust and an ominous silence
followed.
Then the kookaburras started again as if nothing
happened. And when the dust settled it was clear.
Nothing had. The bus was empty from when it
started.

BEMOANING AND GROANING
Bemoaning and groaning over the last crass event
Surely time was better spent
Grinning and winning till it went.
Life’s not all Pall and Mall.
Lo! What Ho!
Be it, what it may.
Have a ball
Phone a friend to bend it all the other way.
Then pinch from Clint Eastwood “Make My Day.”

ARISING LATE SOMEWHAT BEAT
Arising late somewhat beat
Ablutions complete
Wade through discarded clothes and papers,
Put on the news – more blues.
Spoilers, rappers, terrorist capers,
What? More people shot.
Knocked. Now crocked.
Somewhere evil from the womb or nipple,

Before affected by many a tipple.
There woz Cain and Abel and those at table
Who poisoned spouse or foes
Caesar . . . . ‘ et tu Brute’,
Henry who demolished many wives.
Sharon Tate, John Lennon
Lives wasted at their peak.
The Kennedy Brothers with Teddy being
Peacefully laid to rest with his brothers
Along with so many others.

IS IT
Is it a sleek street or a bleak beat.
It’s the folks there that make it.
Come or go – joy or woe
So!
Be hale and hearty
If they made it for you
Throw in yours and
Have a party.

SHE AND I
She and I found each other
And bound about together.
No tether, but felt it was forever.
Whatever.
She moved.
We kissed on parting,
Now I’m smarting
For the Misdemeanour
I seen her then,
But now when.
I take the piss
I cry into my beer
Simply because
She’s not here.
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Dear Doc

Waiting room at early afternoon clinic.
West Virginia. 16 August 1946

by Dean Briggs

The doc!
After what seemed an eternity of waiting in the
waiting room full of sick people, out stacked by
out-dated middle class magazines and of sullen
introspective ‘why me’ silences and floor staring’s,
my name was finally called.
Now for the real ordeal.
If you’re gonna complain, keep it real. Why else are
you gonna see ya G.P.
PLEASE REMAIN SEATED AT ALL TIMES
Name called and waved in from the waiting room to
the practice.
To be seated in front of a confessor!
A twin serpent and staff that gazes out over a table
of infinite pharmaceutical branded brick and brack and
prescription pads all awaiting a signature.
And it begins like so many questions in the life of the
eternally slightly disgruntled.

What seems to be the problem, please hold the line.
My pain brings me no real satisfaction or outcome.
Can you help me
should I trust you.
Or is ignorance and time the key to most all ills?
And please explain pills to me
I stared at my doctor, evenly in the eyes.
‘Explain my pain’ I asked and “is this my future?’
Her dove white folded perfect feathered wings gave
the briefest of flutters, a perfume filled the air and her
halo flared ever so briefly.
She turned the pages of my history laid out before
her and like braille to the touch she scanned my
documented life.
It was a thick tome.
Then lifting her crystal refracted eyes toward me.
She told me honestly and frankly that any sense of
longevity is up to me and that I’m only star dust and
that’s all I’ll always be.
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Dear Doctor
by Mary Grace Levakis
Dear Doctor
Once when I was a child I cried because my younger brothers and
sisters were always being belted for one thing or another. They fought
with one another over a wooden rocking horse Dad made for them.
Instead of taking turns on it, they pushed whoever got on it first and hit
them, telling him or her to get off.
Dad didn’t try to find out who hit who. He belted them all for their
disruptive behaviour. Feeling sorry for them I went to my bedroom
and cried to Grandma and Grandpa who lived in Greece, ‘Where
are you when we need you yiayiamou, pappu mou? With you we
lived happily, without you everything goes wrong’.
Not for one moment did I consider my cries would carry outside the
room and be heard by my parents. Looking back, I think they must
have because my Dad seemed to have felt some remorse for his
actions as he no longer belted them. I didn’t cry in anyone’s presence
as I considered it a sign of weakness. Dad wanted me to be brave and
strong ‘Like a Spartan’. Spartans were admired for their gymnastic
strength and skills and war time courage in Greek society.
The first time I cried in public was after I had informed my employer
that my Father had died from a heart attack. It was 1981 and he was
in his late 50’s. When I became a sitting duck inside a unit with a
swollen knee, I bawled my eyes out again. It constantly throbbed with
pain, but I couldn’t get out to consult a Doctor. When intruders broke
in I cried out to God to give me strength to deal with the pain.
I had to ignore the intruders by turning up the radio – magic FM and
sang with the singers. I was very afraid and in pain, but I persevered;
if things were vandalised, so be it. I just had to put up with it till I was
well enough to leave the unit. I showed the holes cut out of my Dads
checkered, woollen dressing gown which I wore to bed for nostalgic
reasons. Also the cuts on my legs and arms, possibly made by a razor
I thought. The doctor did not agree with my assumptions. ‘You probably
did it to yourself” he said.
Or maybe you just scratched yourself in your sleep. Why don’t you get
a manicurist to file down your nails?’

by Paul Harper

doctor whom
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one kilometre a hell of a long way to climb to save a cat
& one day after our brave volunteer climbed that tree
we have a machine a vertical train with daily services
to a terminus where the cat remains unsighted schoolboys
speak of it the invisible cat or cat as pretext the derring-do
the achievement the pine tree with branches just so just
as man evoke their inner schoolboy to speak of a time
the sky expanded it was a spring evening there was a sun
shower ducks flying south clouds of purples pinks greys
greens gold & silver the colours of winter one kilometre
a hell of a long way to climb to save a cat & one day after
our brave volunteer climbed that tree we have a machine
a vertical train with daily services to a terminus where the cat
remains unsighted schoolboys speak of it the invisible cat
or cat as pretext the derring-do the achievement the pine
tree with branches just so just as men evoke their inner
schoolboy to speak of a time the sky expanded it was a spring
evening there was a sun shower ducks flying south clouds
of purples pinks greys greens gold & silver the colours
of winter or sometimes its the light the ways after the leaves
have fallen its whites & yellows spill or more precisely how
many precedes chocolate & no birds bloom sang salt & eat
& high five & high tensile & steely-eyed the shopkeeper
lowered the boom on carthage gnarled & bent but with supple
resistance it shall stand by a living lighthouse on one hand
the hedonic treadmill on the other two birds with the bread
half of circuses you can hear how impressed the sky is
the pour house the ra-ra for better results use heidegger
we both know shopping trolleys will hover embroidered
with flowers of rhetoric their transcendental robes wrapped
in eternal truths a sheer bridge stamped CAPSICUM PUNCHED
steeped in the dew of an exquisitely crafted quark a relic
of the sixteenth century cropping up again rabbit & duck
march hand in hand toward the horizon where storms plunge
in the sea when all the light grows quieter row row rotate
your boat when all the light grows quieter day & night watch
a huge cloud gather outside the house taciturn even when
it speaks chuckling to itself at time for jerry & his ray gun
O solitude O happy silence this this this this & this X O X O

Dear Doctor
by Jack Chadwick

Dear doctor,
Thanks for seeing me today.
I appreciate your reasoning of
why the worm that I brought
in was deceased and that we
couldn’t do anything for it. I did
wonder at first if you were the
right person to help, but after the
explanation you offered me, I
felt sad and guilty that I had
watched the birds eat half of it.
I didn’t think the birds were really
into eating worms. I thought they
were just playing a game.
Do you think that if I found a
worm that’s only been scratched
by a bird, would that be ok to
bring in so it could be saved?

Please write back to the
orphanage and let me know.
There are a lot of insects and
worms in the playground that
could do with some attention.
My address is: The house
on top of the hill, Island Bay,
Wellington. Dormitory 7 bed 23
P.S. If you want to know where
to deliver your letter, you can
find me, it’s easy, I am the only
kid in the room that can’t sleep.
Yours sincerely,
Jack Chadwick
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I really should call my sister
Image: Crohn’s Disease

By Steven Carter

I really should call my sister. The one I love the most
plainly, to tell her that I have decided to dedicate this
next year to walking the earth without a phone in my
back pocket, but that would be overstating it.
Just to let her know that neither she nor Mum (her
I’ll email) should bother sourcing a new phone for
me now that the old one (the basic Nokia I have had
for 15 or so years) has finally died and my number
has been disconnected by Vodaphone for failing to
recharge within the year.
I have never liked the phone. Never. Not as a
teenager, not as a child, and never as an adult. Not
that I haven’t had some memorable and pleasurable
conversations on them, and not that most moments
of significance have not been communicated to me
by means of them (I will never forget my mother
calling me in East St Kilda 25 years ago to tell me
that my niece had been run over in Perth outside

the Queen’s Hotel, on Mother’s Day of all days),
but the annoying dailiness and pettiness of them
has always disturbed me.
Sunshine and lollipops they ain’t and now that they
are in the ascendancy and everywhere (everywhere
at every moment!), I simply can’t stand them.
So, please, whoever you are, do not text me, do not
call me, do not let me in on your latest witticism, nor
the heartache or ecstasy that will not subside even
as you pour yourself into your long-overdue bed.
So there it is: I have no phone.
At least for the next year.
Instead, I intend to retire into a cocoon of silence
(no internet, either, except for daggy old Hotmail and
ordering Westpac to do my feeble financial bidding),
and to pen, slowly and cautiously, this thing, my book
of days, Time Without Pause.
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Take me to the Doctor at the
break of day by Janet de Longville

Dear doctor by Craig R Hall

My first psychiatrist was so pressed
for patient- time in the late 70’s that he
could only give his outpatient clients
10 minutes each as he had a waitingroom full of hopefuls just like me!
One night, after seeing me for my
allotted time, I went home and wrote
down what I wanted to say. On my
next visit he had my letter on his desk
and had underlined certain words
and phrases and he encouraged me
to keep on writing with the words: “I
know these things.” Apparently, he
had completed an Arts degree before
doing Medicine and Psychiatry. So
I gleaned that there couldn’t be too
much amiss ‘upstairs’.
As luck would have it, my first GP
was also interested in my writing and
helped craft my piece for Roomers
‘Write-on’ anthology.
I always knew I liked telling a yarn
When dad, me and my two brothers
went on camping holidays I would
write letters to our stay-at-home
mum and delight in embellishing
what we saw and what we did. In
their own way, those two medicos
set me up for life as I joined a couple
of CAE writing classes in 1990’s and I
was hooked!
My next GP, a woman, knew
when to refer me to a specialist for
my deteriorating kidney concerns
and that particular doctor said I was
‘stuffed’ and needed to ‘face facts.’
I wanted to say “Hey, you haven’t
seen my fabulous writing style yet!”
Nowadays, I see a GP nearer
my home and he likes the oldies.
Sometimes it’s like a Seniors
Moment as I know three others who
also visit. He’s a pretty savvy person
as he takes frequent holidays to ease
his workload. In October he’s going
canoeing and cruising around the
Islands... Now that’s a tough call but
somebody’s gotta do it!
As I look over my stunning balcony
I know I’m blessed though I do
wonder what lies ahead for me in the
medical world to come.

by the Hippocratic
Oath that I Know, all physicians have
the responsibility to heal…

“…Dear doctor.

Last month I healed a good friend
who had a knife cut to their hand in
the kitchen, this was caused whilst
she was cooking, and was cutting
onions for a meal that she was
preparing for us.”
”Dear Doctor,
		
I have used my
healing skills to uplift my friend with
music…. Undulating vibrations of
spiritual energy healed her.”
“Dear Doctor,
My healing ability
was clear as snow as I staunched
the bleeding of a friend’s hands
ever so… She was healed very fast,
and finished preparing our meal…
of which we ate with gusto and
relish…”
“Dear spider,
My hand healed the
gardens river cut, for my eye durste
mirror the gardens song of pain, and
hence the key twas the shadow of
repast we durste take…”

Dear Doctor by Sean Batchelor
I suddenly moved to leap up and
bite him on the finger: my Doctor.
He could be my Doctor of Arts, my
Doctor of Theatrics, my Doctor of
Facinating Information, my Doctor of
the Body, my Doctor of Passionate
Love, but not my Doctor of Bad
News. Not a Doctor who would
say ‘Oh it looks like you’ve got this
condition or a virus that’s going
around, there’s some rather bad…
I would fall into a box and leap up
at him and bite his fingers [In my
thoughts].

I want a passionate recurrence with
my Doctor with intellectual stimuli,
over use of the stethoscope and body
testing with his warm hands.
I kept a constant watch but alas
my Doctor would radiate in his sexy
smile with a prognosis and a clinical
professional flair, nothing more.

About God by Jem Buckley
The last day of somewhere near
of it; some of the very last times
I bothered to look - in any type of
mirror- people, the most, streets,
the second; subsequently everyday
I’m lost or nearly there so. So lost,
so lost. I’m lucky like that. Lost is so
cool. It’s much more than absent;
less disturbing. More involved lesser
than more; more or less. Shitful.
There’s violence in there, oil in the
oceans, bombs fucken everywhere
else: everyone else on parole and in
prison on a thousand Robin Islands
next to Nelson and John Lennon.
Black and white riots, seething
behind us, each other; in turn after
turn: only left, are helicopters?
Nothing of any substance to eat…
Just dead cats, and dogs, everyone
else with electric shock, drugs and
T.V. to keep them, us, company;
untogether as always but together
high up on that hill some have called
‘Calgary’, some New York City.
I, personally sometimes know it’s
The End & a trick. All bits of smoke
and mirror; juxtaposed round a
planet slowly being starved of air,
like we all are underwater, under
sheets of ice, like the Antarctic, the
artic, somewhat like the frozen sea
like words like Neptune, or Uranus;
plutonic and too far away to make
us notice, all that much…
Someone once told me, that we
can’t really be alive because we revere
death too much; that we create nine
sun Bombs that outshine even the
sun… could be right, could be right
I thought… maybe, it’s only the day
before the end, or even ten seconds
to midnight, or somewhere near it?
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The Writing
Doctor

by Jem Buckley

by Warwick Knight

So, as we walked the desert and as the water
became less and less the food became thinner,
thinner again walking harder, harder still harder it was
then slowly, but surer, strong and more adept; it was
then that I taught myself how to fly; at first across
the skimming land, later, sometime much later I then
reached up into the clouds.. At first shallows, then
higher, then higher still... I hunted like a hawk then an
eagle; grown strong and skilful.

The school nurse administers a throat
swabbing to a young grade school student.

In an underground surgery room, behind
the front lines on Bougainville, an American
Army doctor operates on a U.S. soldier
wounded by a Japanese sniper.

God and flying;
food; life

As with writing paper I go to write and feel I cannot
Yet this is some what easier.

Now, I’m told I can no longer write and that also I’m
losing skill of speech, replaced with a series of song,
sometimes sounding as a screeching, of a series of
poetic calls; voices of the skies, the skimming of the
seas...
In mountains, valleys and all the other us winged
things of all relationships and we hunted on the wing
flying...
And on the ground; building nests and eyries; living
almost forever. Always stronger. My love grew each
season
Wings longer; feathers
Thicker; eyesight clearer
Hunting; deeper, further... living, flying…

...and can you tell me doctor
why I still can’t get to
sleep? and what’s this
rash that comes and
goes ? can you tell
me what it means ?
god help me “I was only nineteen…”
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Dear Doctor Death
by Wendy Butler

I am 69 years old and in reasonable good health with all my marbles.
I believe in quality not quantity of life. What can I do to ensure that I
am not kept alive past my use-by date?

The first thing to do is to appoint an enduring power of attorney
(medical treatment) this person will be able to make decisions for you
only if you lose the capacity. They need to be over 18 and someone you
trust to be able to respect your wishes over their own.
Secondly, prepare a statement of choices, e.g.: You can stipulate that
you don’t wish to be resuscitated, or intubated, refuse chemotherapy,
antibiotics, surgery, breathing machines, kidney machines or simply
state that you want no life prolonging procedures at all and request
that if they have proceeded, they should be discontinued.
This statement should be witnessed, preferably by your medical
enduring power of attorney and by your doctor.
Thirdly, ensure that copies of both documents go to your doctor,
medical specialists, family and close friends. The original documents
should be kept by you in a safe place that is accessible and known to
your family.
If you have a current condition you can sign a “Refusal of Treatment
Certificate” which ensures that you don’t receive treatment that you
don’t want. It cannot, however, be used to refuse palliative care, that is,
reasonable pain relief, and food and water whilst the patient is still able
to eat and drink.
If you are incompetent to sign it, your agent under an enduring power
of attorney (medical treatment) can sign a “refusal of treatment
certificate of incompetent person form” for you.
It is illegal for medical practitioners to continue to treat a patient if they
know there is a valid certificate in force.
For more information contact: Office of the Public Advocate
Ph. #: 1300 309 337
Residents of Port Phillip; Stonnington and Caulfield can get help filling
out these forms at the Caulfield and Alfred hospitals.

Writing Workshops
Roomers writing workshops resume
Tuesday 4th February 1.30 – 3.30
At the Betty Day Centre
67 Argyle Street, St Kilda
Been meaning to drop into the writing workshops?
You don’t need to book or ring; Just turn up. The workshops are free
and open to everyone. They are a great way to unearth and polish your
creative writing skills with a friendly bunch of people, amazing tutors
and afternoon tea. See you there!
For more information call Philippa on 0413 024 528

#54
How about becoming a friend of Roomers?
For as little as $40 per year you can help Roomers keep going.
We are always in search of funds to continue publishing Roomers as
a quarterly magazine and running weekly creative writing workshops.
Friends of Roomers receive:
4 copies of Roomers posted annually
Invitations to any spoken word/performances and launches
Your name listed in the friends section of the magazine
A warm and fuzzy feeling in your belly
Individual (low income): $40 per year
Individual (cashed up): $50 per year
Not for profit organisations: $60 per year
Others: $90 per year

We want you!
We want your stories and poems and songs and articles
and musings and photos and artwork…
And we want them now.
When you send things in please include your name and address so
we can contact you. We never print people’s addresses and you can
be anonymous if you like a little mystery in your life.
Contact Philippa Armstrong on 0413 024 528
or leave a message on 9531 1954 or write to
PO Box 57 Elwood 3184 or send us an email
roomersmag@yahoo.com.au

